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About Deep Web Technologies...

- Founded in 2002
- Over 100 solutions deployed worldwide
- 12 partners worldwide that integrate/resell the Explorit solution
- Pioneer/trailblazer in federated search
- Based in Santa Fe, NM
DWT Mission

Deep Web Technologies creates custom, sophisticated federated search solutions, based on Explorit™, for clients who demand comprehensive, relevant results.
Ciencia.Science.gov

Portal federal de ciencia

Buscar: Palabra clave: ciencia

4,856 primeros resultados de al menos 9,927,992 encontrados.

60 de 60 fuentes completas.

Texto (4212) Multimedia (644)

Resultados 1 – 10 de 4,212

Ordenar por: Relevancia

Limitar a: Todos los recurso

1. Ciencia
   Sitios web de Ciencia.Science.gov

   Ciencia/AAAS AAAS.ORG retroalimentación ayuda bibliotecarios toda ciencia revistas ciencia revista diario
   Noticias ciencia señalización Science Translational Medicine SAGE KE ciencia carreras todos...
   2013-05-26

2. Ciencia
   Sitios web de Ciencia.Science.gov

   California Institute of Technology JPL casa tierra sistema SOLAR estrellas y galaxias SCIENCE &
   TECHNOLOGY traer el universo te JPL Email noticias RSS Podcast Video JPL banner...
   2013-05-25

3. Ciencia Noticias - NASA ciencia
   Sitios web de Ciencia.Science.gov

   ¡O! Casa grandes preguntas tierra heliofisica planetas Astrofisica misiones tecnologia ciencia noticias
   NAC ciencia Comité NASA ciencia para... Los investigadores científicos de ciudadano...
   2013-03-12

4. Ciencia
   Sitios web de Ciencia.Science.gov
1. **Panic Attack or Heart Attack?**

   - National Library of Medicine
   
   ... 1 if you think you are having a heart attack. If you have chest pain, discomfort that lasts ...

   - Women's Heart Foundation

2. **Heart attack: First aid**

   - Mayo Clinic

   How to recognize, get help for and provide first aid for a heart attack.

3. **Heart attack first aid**

   - National Library of Medicine

   First aid - heart attack: First aid - cardiopulmonary arrest. First aid - cardiac arrest ... A heart attack occurs when the blood flow that carries oxygen to the heart is blocked. The heart muscle becomes ...
Home

The Access to Scientific and Socio-economic Information in Africa (ASKIA) Initiative is under the Public Information & Knowledge Management Division of the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa. It defines a framework for bringing together scientific and socio-economic information for the African community, including scientists, researchers, academics, students, economists and, policy-makers, over an interactive online portal acting as a one-stop shop to such knowledge and associated information from/on Africa. The overall goal of the initiative is to strengthen knowledge discovery and access by tapping into global scientific and socio-economic knowledge on and from Africa.
The rings of Saturn in the aortic arch? An unusual consequence of cardiopulmonary bypass in an acute type-A aortic dissection.

PMID:19049503
Chen, Henry L P, Quintana, Jeffrey S, Matsuda, Bryan; Holak, Elena J; Matran, Sandeep; Pagel, Paul S. Journal of cardiothoracic and vascular anesthesia 2009-07-30

Plasma, plumes and rings: Saturn's system dynamics as recorded in global color patterns on its midsize icy satellites.

New global map of Saturn's F, G and E-rings and a detailed model of an icy small satellite.) Paul Schenk, D, Icarus 2011-01-01

Thermal observations of the rings of Saturn.

Two and a half hours of data (factor of Saturn's rotation) were obtained from the Infrared Observations of Saturn's Ring. Nicolas Alibert and 2008-01-01

Infrared observations of Saturn's rings at the Galileo mission.

Detailed measurements (including physical temperature and filing) of the rings of Saturn. Comprehensive thermal mapping is a key requirement for the mission. Nicolas Alibert and 2008-01-01
Category:
Education

Source:
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES)

Description:
Students admitted: female applicants that have been granted an official offer to enroll in a postsecondary institution.

Dataset:
Data are from the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) conducted by the NCES. IPEDS involves annual institution-level data collections. All postsecondary institutions that participate in Federal programs providing financial assistance to students are required to report data using a web-based data collection system.

Citation:

Related Data
- Undergraduate Students
- Graduate Students
- Higher Education Females

Related Content
- Scholarly Literature
- News
- Government Information

Create DOI

ACCESS TO ACHIEVEMENT

A universe of research resources—anytime, anywhere. eGlobal Library® helps aspiring learners reach for the stars.

Choose your area of interest

COLLEGE EDITION

HIGH SCHOOL EDITION

PERSONAL EDITION
Explorit Everywhere! ©

- Access Explorit from OPAC and library website
- Add Explorit widget on Department web pages
- Integrate Explorit with Course Management Systems
- Access/Integrate Explorit and Mendeley
- Initiate Explorit searches from Library Guides
- Integrate Explorit and Social Media (Facebook, Twitter)
Explore Some of Our Public Websites

- Biznar.com
- Medical Explorit
- Science.gov
- WorldWideScience.org
Visit our Partners

• Basch Subscriptions – Booth 1
• Digimind, Inc. – Booth 1025
• DOE OSTI – Booth 729
• EOS International – Booth 708
• Softlink – Booth 524
• Soutron Global – Booth 424
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